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Transition metal (TM) embedded two-dimensional phthalocyanine (Pc) sheets have been recently synthesized in experiments [M. Abel, S. Clair, O. Ourdjini, M. Mossoyan, and L. Porte, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 133, 1203 (2010)], where the transition metal ions are uniformly distributed in porous structures, providing the possibility of capturing gas molecules. Using first principles and grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations, TMPc sheets (TM = Sc, Ti, and Fe) are studied for pre-combustion CO$_2$ capture by considering the adsorptions of H$_2$/CO$_2$ gas mixtures. It is found that ScPc sheet shows a good selectivity for CO$_2$, and the excess uptake capacity of single-component CO$_2$ on ScPc sheet at 298 K and 50 bar is found to be 2949 mg/g, larger than that of any other reported porous materials. Furthermore, electrostatic potential and natural bond orbital analyses are performed to reveal the underlying interaction mechanisms, showing that electrostatic interactions as well as the donation and back donation of electrons between the transition metal ions and the CO$_2$ molecules play a key role in the capture. © 2012 American Institute of Physics.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays with the rapid increase of the global population and the industrialization, the energy consumption is explosively growing. Carbon-based fossil fuels, which supply about 85% of the world’s energy needs, are the main source of greenhouse gas (CO$_2$) contributing to the climate change. The severe weather perturbations and the global warming have stimulated scientists to find ways for reducing CO$_2$ emissions by 50% by 2050 in order to limit carbon concentration to 450 ppm. Carbon capture and sequestration are considered as key options for this goal, where pre-combustion capture can be applied with fuels being gasified and converted to a mixture of mainly H$_2$ and CO$_2$ in a subsequent water-gas shift reaction. CO$_2$ can then be removed for disposal and the resultant H$_2$ could be used in fuel cells or in gas turbines. Further effort is needed to improve efficiency of CO$_2$ capture and to reduce operation cost. During the past few years, various CO$_2$ capture technologies have been explored. An ideal material for pre-combustion capture of CO$_2$ should possess high selectivity and good adsorption capacity for CO$_2$. Recently, many porous materials for CO$_2$ capture have been synthesized, including covalent organic frameworks (COFs), zeolitic imidazolate frameworks, and metal organic frameworks (MOFs). For example, Furukawa et al. synthesized MOF-210 with Brunauer-Emmett-Teller and Langmuir surface areas of 4530 and 10 400 m$^2$/g, respectively. The CO$_2$ uptake of 2437 mg/g at ambient temperature and 50 bar exceeds those of any other porous materials. However, the interaction between CO$_2$ and MOF-210 is still too weak to be suitable for pre-combustion CO$_2$ capture.

Recently, Abel et al. have developed a synthesis technique where Fe-phthalocyanine (FePc) forms a periodic single layer sheet with regularly spaced Fe atoms. The synthesis procedure is flexible so that Fe atoms can be replaced by other metal atoms. Due to its intrinsic high surface areas and polarity, together with the regularly and separately exposed transition metal (TM), the ScPc sheet has been identified as a promising hydrogen storage material. The excellent performance of the ScPc sheet in hydrogen storage implies that it may also be a good candidate for CO$_2$ capture, which motivates us to investigate the CO$_2$ selectivity and capacity of TM (Sc, Ti, and Fe) embedded in Pc sheets in order to explore more efficient materials for trapping CO$_2$. In this work, based on first-principles density functional calculations and grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations, we have studied the CO$_2$ adsorption and CO$_2$/H$_2$ separation on TMPc (TM = Sc, Ti, and Fe) frameworks, and found that the ScPc framework has all the desirable features as a pre-combustion CO$_2$ capture material.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The geometric structures of two-dimensional (2D) ScPc, TiPc, and FePc have been optimized in our previous work. We showed that the TiPc and FePc frameworks are both planar with the lattice constants of 10.7 Å, while in ScPc the Sc atoms tend to be located out of the plane by 0.67 Å because of the large radius of the Sc atom (Figure 1(a)). To calculate the CO$_2$ uptake of TMPc sheets at different pressure and ambient temperature, GCMC simulations are performed as

---
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implemented in the MUSIC code.\textsuperscript{19} We used periodic boundary conditions with a vacuum space of 32 Å in the z direction between two nearest layers, and the supercell consists of 16 unit cells of the frameworks. CO\textsubscript{2} molecules were randomly inserted, translated, rotated, and deleted which allowed the number (N) of the total molecules and configurational energy (E) to fluctuate at constant temperature (T) and pressure (P). At any fixed T and P, \(4 \times 10^6\) steps of GCMC simulations are used to guarantee the equilibrium followed by \(6 \times 10^6\) steps to sample the thermodynamic properties. In this way, we can obtain absolute adsorption amount \(n_{abs}\) (the total number of CO\textsubscript{2} molecules present in one unit cell), while the excess adsorbed amount \(n_{ex}\) measured experimentally is determined by the following equation:

\[
n_{ex} = n_{abs} - \rho(T, P)V_{free},
\]

where \(\rho(T, P)\) is the molar density of the bulk gas phase calculated with the Peng-Robinson equation of state, and \(V_{free}\) is the total free volume within one unit cell that is not occupied by the framework atoms.

The force-field used in the GCMC calculations was fitted from the results of quantum mechanics calculations as implemented in the GAUSSIAN 09 package.\textsuperscript{20} First, geometries of CO\textsubscript{2} adsorbed on different sites of TMPc were optimized by using a cluster model as shown in Figure 1(b), where the TMPc unit was frozen to keep the constrains in the 2D crystal lattice environment. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional\textsuperscript{21} along with the LanL2DZ (Ref. 22) basis set was applied in optimization. In the favorite adsorbing configuration, we move the CO\textsubscript{2} molecule along the z axis to scan the potential energy curve. Such procedure can give accurate results and has been widely used.\textsuperscript{23,24} To include nonlocal interactions between the CO\textsubscript{2} and the TMPc substrate, we used long range correlated hybrid functional WB97XD (Ref. 25) for exchange and correlation energy. The LanL2TZ+ (Ref. 22) (triple zeta basis designed for an effective core potential with diffuse d function) basis for Sc and the 6-311+g(d) basis for the other elements were used to the test of evaluating the influence of model size and structural variations on potential energy calculations. Then employing a higher level basis set def-TZVPPD (Ref. 26) (triple zeta valence basis set plus two sets of polarization and diffuse basis), and smaller cluster models (shown in Figure 1(c)), we scanned the potential energy curves of CO\textsubscript{2} adsorbed on the Sc(Ti, Fe)Pc sheet. We furthermore fit the nonbond potential energy \(U_{ij}\) between each two atoms using the combination of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential and the Coulomb potential

\[
U_{ij}(r_{ij}) = 4\varepsilon \left[ \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^{6} \right] + \frac{q_i q_j}{r_{ij}},
\]

where \(\varepsilon\) represents the depth of the potential well, \(\sigma\) the finite distance at which the inter-particle potential is zero, \(q_i\) the atomic partial charge, and \(r_{ij}\) the distance between atoms \(i\) and \(j\). Nonlinear least-squares fitting was performed with the initial value of the parameters taken from the universal force-field.\textsuperscript{27} All parameters were independently varying during the fitting process. The force-field parameters describing the intermolecular interactions among CO\textsubscript{2} molecules were taken from the EPM2 model developed by Harris and Yung,\textsuperscript{28} where CO\textsubscript{2} was modeled as a rigid linear molecule with three charged LJ sites located on each atom. The C–O bond length is 1.149 Å and partial point charges are \(q_o = -0.3256\)e and \(q_c = 0.6512\)e. The LJ potential parameters are \(\sigma_o = 3.033\) Å, \(\epsilon_o/k_B = 80.507\) K for O atom and \(\sigma_C = 2.757\) Å, \(\epsilon_C/k_B = 28.129\) K for C atom. This potential model has been proven to give remarkable accuracy of the vapor-liquid phase equilibrium of CO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{28} While for the intermolecular interactions between CO\textsubscript{2} molecule and TMPc sheet, the partial charge of the atoms in TMPc sheet were obtained by using the ChelpG method\textsuperscript{29} (i.e., the charge from electrostatic potentials (ESP) using a grid-based method). This method works by optimizing atomic charges in order to reproduce the electrostatic potential of the molecule. As such, the fitted atomic charges are particularly effective in the qualitative description of electrostatic interactions among interacting molecules. The LJ parameters were determined by fitting Eq. (2) to the potential energy curve. To get further insight into the interactions between the CO\textsubscript{2} molecule and TMPc sheet, we performed natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis\textsuperscript{30} where the electronic wave function is interpreted in terms of a set of occupied Lewis orbitals and a set of unoccupied non-Lewis delocalized orbitals. For each donor NBO (i) and acceptor NBO (j), the stabilization energy \(E(2)\) associated with charge transfer \(i \rightarrow j\) is given by

\[
E(2) = \Delta E_{ij} = q_i \left[ F(i, j)^2 \right. \left. \varepsilon_j - \varepsilon_i \right],
\]

where \(q_i\) is the donor orbital occupancy, and \(\varepsilon_i\) and \(\varepsilon_j\) are diagonal elements (orbital energies) and \(F(i, j)\) is the off-diagonal NBO Fock matrix element.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows two optimized configurations of CO\textsubscript{2} adsorption on FePc. Configurations of CO\textsubscript{2} adsorbed on the Sc and Ti atoms in TMPc molecules are similar to the top configuration (b). The potential energy curve can be scanned along the z direction. To see the influence of model size and structural variations on potential energy calculations, detailed calculations were performed using different cluster models.
shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) with unoptimized or partially optimized (the lateral carbon atoms were frozen) or fully optimized geometries, the results are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that using unoptimized small cluster would slightly underestimate the adsorption energy. Considering the balance of the computational cost and precision, influences from the model size and small structural variations can be neglected in calculating potential energy. Figure 4 shows the potential energy curves calculated at high computational level. To see if basis sets superposition errors (BSSE) affect significantly the potential energy fitting, we did calculations with BSSE corrections, as shown in Fig. 4(b), which suggests that BSSE corrections make no improvement to the results, since the dispersion correction has been developed so that the small BSSE effects are absorbed into the empirical potential, and hence being omitted in our calculations. Fitting the potential energy curve we obtain the LJ parameters (Figure 4), as listed in Table I. The nitrogen atoms are found to be in different bonding environments: being bonded directly with TM atoms (labeled as N_TM), or being bonded only with C atoms (N'_C), accordingly different potential energy parameters are assigned to different nitrogen atoms for the sake of accuracy.

Using the fitted force-field parameters, GCMC simulations have been performed to predict the single-component CO₂ adsorption isotherms at ambient temperature. The results are given in Table II. It suggests that the CO₂ uptake capacity of ScPc sheet (2949 mg/g at 50 bar) has exceeded those of MOF-200 and MOF-210 having ultrahigh porosity and higher CO₂ uptake value than those of any other previously synthesized porous materials. Besides, the TiPc sheet has a better
performance in CO$_2$ adsorption than most of the porous materials, while the FePc sheet adsorbs less CO$_2$ molecules as compared to ScPc and TiPc sheets. In Figure 5, we plot the simulated adsorption isotherms at T = 298 K. The experimentally measured CO$_2$ isotherms of MOF-200 and MOF-210 under the same condition are also plotted for comparison. It can be seen that MOF-200 and MOF-210 show sigmoidal isotherms, which increase more slowly than those of TMPc sheets at low pressure (<15 bar), and then speed up and surpass the uptake of FePc and TiPc sheets under ~24 bar and ~35 bar, and finally saturated at ~50 bar. Whereas for the TMPc sheets, the isotherms are linear at moderate and high pressure and never reach saturation at a pressure up to 60 bar.

The CO$_2$ adsorption capacity is generally determined by the heat of adsorption (adsorption energy), surface area, and free volume of the porous material. Since the TMPc sheets are 2D materials, only surface area is meaningful. Below we show that the high CO$_2$ capacity of the TMPc sheet is due to the desirable adsorption energy.

We use the method of calculating the geometry surface area as explained in the work of Düren et al. The results for ScPc, TiPc, and FePc sheets are 3600 m$^2$/g, 3584 m$^2$/g, and 3508 m$^2$/g, respectively, which are comparable to 3390 m$^2$/g of MOF-5, but much less than 6400 m$^2$/g of MOF-200 and MOF-210 at high pressure are nearly three times than that of MOF-5, owing to their ultrahigh porosity. Therefore, the relative smaller surface area cannot explain the high CO$_2$ adsorption capacities of TMPc sheets as compared to MOF-200 and MOF-210.

In order to better understand CO$_2$ capture by transition metal ions embedded in phthalocyanine sheets, we need to explore the relevant interacting mechanisms. Due to the linear symmetric structure, CO$_2$ molecule has no net charge and dipole moment but has a significant quadrupole moment induced by the large charge separation in the C=O bonds. According to the EPM2 model, the quadrupole moment is calculated to be $4.1 \times 10^{-26}$ esu, which is identical to the experimental value. The quadrupole shape of ESP of CO$_2$ shows a positive doughnut in the C plane and two negative lobes on both sides, as plotted in Figure 6(a). Because of its quadrupolar nature, CO$_2$ can act as a Lewis acid or a Lewis base. CO$_2$ tends to interact with negative charges in a side-on geometry through a direct interaction with C, whereas in the case of positive charges end-on adds through one O are formed. Figures 6(b)–6(d) show the ESP of ScPc, TiPc, and FePc molecules. The ESP around the TM atoms is always positive since the TM atoms donate their 4s electrons to the neighbor nitrogen atoms. The largest positive ESP can be seen near the Sc atoms which even covers the regions where negative charged nitrogen atoms are located. The ESP near the Ti atoms is weaker than that of the Sc atoms but still much stronger than that of Fe atoms. It can be concluded that the ScPc sheet has the strongest electrostatic interaction with the CO$_2$ molecule, followed by TiPc, and then FePc. This is consistent with the fact that the ScPc sheet performs best in adsorbing CO$_2$, followed by TiPc sheet and then FePc sheet.

It is well known that Sc and Ti are active TM atoms with low occupied 3d orbitals, which can bind H$_2$ through Kubas mechanism. According to NBO analysis, we find a similar but stronger interaction between the TMPc and the CO$_2$ molecules as compared with the H$_2$-TMPc interaction. We identify that there are two main channels for electron transfer: one is from the Lewis NBOs of CO$_2$ to the low occupied hybrid orbitals of TM atoms, while the other is in an opposite direction. The strongest interactions for both channels of different complexes are extracted and shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that for the ScPc-CO$_2$ complex, the spin-up hybrid orbital of O with the component of $2s_12p_z = 1:0.54$,

### Table I. Fitted force-field parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>$\epsilon$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (Å)</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>$\epsilon$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H$_a$</td>
<td>0.0649</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>H$_b$</td>
<td>0.0890</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_a$</td>
<td>0.1008</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>C$_b$</td>
<td>0.1201</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_C$</td>
<td>0.0648</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>N$_C$</td>
<td>0.1785</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_Sc$</td>
<td>0.1578</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>N$_Sc$</td>
<td>0.1980</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_Ti$</td>
<td>0.1581</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>N$_Ti$</td>
<td>0.0369</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_Fe$</td>
<td>0.1634</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>N$_Fe$</td>
<td>0.0318</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc</td>
<td>9.9863</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>Sc</td>
<td>2.1001</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>4.4956</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>1.4143</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>0.1669</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>0.1209</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$H$_a$ and C$_a$ represent hydrogen and carbon atoms in TMPc sheets.

$^b$N$_C$ represents nitrogen atom bonded only to C atom.

$^c$N$_C$ represents nitrogen atom bonded to TM atoms directly.

### Table II. Comparison of high pressure CO$_2$ uptakes in different porous materials at T = 298 K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>CO$_2$ uptake (mg g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>CO$_2$ uptake (mg g$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zeolites (Ref. 3)</td>
<td>220–350 (55 bar)</td>
<td>ScPc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COF-102 (Ref. 3)</td>
<td>1200 (55 bar)</td>
<td>TiPc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COF-103 (Ref. 3)</td>
<td>1190 (55 bar)</td>
<td>FePc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF-5 (Ref. 3)</td>
<td>864 (50 bar)</td>
<td>FePc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF-177 (Ref. 3)</td>
<td>1356 (50 bar)</td>
<td>FePc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF-200 (Ref. 14)</td>
<td>2437 (50 bar)</td>
<td>FePc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF-210 (Ref. 14)</td>
<td>2396 (50 bar)</td>
<td>ScPc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
overlaps with the hybrid orbital of Sc with the component of 
$4s : 4p_z : 3d_z^2 = 1:0.16:1.41$. Electrons are donated from the 
former to the latter resulting in the stabilization energy $E(2)$
of 30.54 kcal/mol. Meanwhile, back donations take place 
between the hybrid orbital of Sc with the component of $4s : 3d_z^2$ 
$= 1:0.76$ and the empty C-3s, lowering $E(2)$ by 16.40 kcal/mol.
For the TiPc-CO$_2$ complex, the contribution to $E(2)$ by elec-
tron donation and back donation is 28.46 and 15.09 kcal/mol,
respectively. It can be deduced from Figure 7 that the low
occupied $3d_z^2$ orbital plays a dominant role in the charge do-
nation channel for both ScPc-CO$_2$ and TiPc-CO$_2$ complexes.
On the other hand, the $d_z^2$ orbital of FePc-CO$_2$ complex is less
involved in charge transfers, and the corresponding $E(2)$ for
charge donation and back donation is only 11.7 kcal/mol and
3.14 kcal/mol, respectively. Besides the main charge trans-
fer interactions shown in Figure 7, there are several other or-
bitals involved in minor donation and back donation which
are not plotted. To see the whole picture, we summarize all the
population changes in CO$_2$, and find electrons of 0.51162,
44351, and 0.0348 donated from the Lewis NBOs on CO$_2$
to the Sc, Ti, and Fe atoms, and 0.37526, 0.33406, and
0.01437 back donated from the Sc, Ti, and Fe atoms to the
non-Lewis NBOs on CO$_2$, respectively, which indicates that
ScPc has the most strong charge transfer interactions with CO$_2$.

According to the above analysis, we see that it is the
strong electrostatic and charge transfer interactions between
the ScPc sheet and CO$_2$ molecule that overcome the nega-
tive impact of relative smaller surface area of ScPc sheet and
make it surpass MOF-200 and MOF-210 in adsorbing CO$_2$
at ambient environment. The sigmoidal shape of CO$_2$ adsorp-
tion isotherms in MOF-200 and MOF-210 can be interpreted
by the rule proposed by Frost et al. since the adsorptions
of CO$_2$ and H$_2$ in MOFs are dominated by weak dissipation
force. The situations are quite different in TMPc sheets. The
uptake of CO$_2$ is found to be simply proportional to the den-
sity of CO$_2$, and thus proportional to the pressure as a result
of quite strong interactions between CO$_2$ and TMPc sheets.
This linear behavior is kept even under pressure of 60 bar.
Similar linear CO$_2$ adsorption isotherm has also been found
in Li-doped COF, where positive charged Li ions introduce
strong electrostatic interactions to CO$_2$ and COF.

Furthermore, the TMPc (TM = Sc, Ti, and Fe) sheets
are tested for pre-combustion CO$_2$ capture via pressure swing
adsorption (PSA), which is a widely used technology showing
great potentials in CO$_2$ capture. Based on experimental
findings that the mixtures in pre-combustion consist of $\sim$40%
CO$_2$ and 60% H$_2$ in a total pressure of 2.5–5 MPa, we sim-
ulate the adsorption of the gas mixtures on TMPc sheets to

FIG. 6. Electrostatic potential map of (a) CO$_2$, (b) ScPc, (c) TiPc, and (d) FePc molecules.

FIG. 7. Isosurface of main donor-acceptor interacting NBOs in different complexes.
explore the selectivity for CO2. We use the following definition of selectivity (or separation factor) for a binary gas adsorption\cite{40}:

$$S_{i,j} = \frac{x_i}{x_j} \frac{y_j}{y_i},$$

where $x_i$ and $y_i$ are the mole fractions of the component-$i$ in the adsorbed phase and in the gas phase at equilibrium, respectively. In our simulations, the force-field parameters of H2 are taken from our previous paper.\cite{18} Figure 8 shows the calculated selectivity for CO2 over H2 in 60:40 H2/CO2 gas mixture for different TMPc sheets. We can see that the ScPc sheet displays the highest selectivity, surpassing most adsorbents mentioned in Ref.\cite{41} especially at high pressure. Further analysis reveals that at 50 bar (the partial pressure of H2 is 30 bar), the TiPc and FePc sheets adsorb 1.9 and 0.4 more H2 molecules per unit cell than that in ScPc sheet. The differences between the adsorption energies of CO2-TM and H2-TM are found to be $\Delta E_{\text{Sc}} = 0.28$ eV, $\Delta E_{\text{Ti}} = 0.032$ eV, and $\Delta E_{\text{Fe}} = 0.036$ eV, respectively, from which we can expect that the larger $\Delta E$ the better selectivity of CO2 at higher pressure. This has been confirmed in our calculations as shown in Figure 8, suggesting that the ScPc sheet can be used for separation of CO2 from H2 better than most known adsorbent.

Another critical metric for evaluating adsorbents is working capacity defined as the difference between the capacity at the high intake pressure (50 bar in our simulation model). Because of the high partial pressure of CO2 in the mixture, the release of CO2 can be achieved by reducing the pressure, which is energetically favorable and is more practical as compared with a temperature swing-based process. The results are shown in Figure 9. Comparing with the results of several MOFs and zeolites studied in Ref.\cite{41}, we find that the ScPc sheet outperforms the other adsorbents with a working capacity of 24.7 mol/kg at 50 bar. Therefore, the ScPc sheet is more efficient to capture CO2 than the other materials.

Besides the two main gas components discussed above, product gases also contain some impurities. Table III summarizes our calculated adsorption energies for the typical gas compositions,\cite{43} we can see that H2S and H2O molecules bind on Sc site more strongly than CO2 molecule does. However in industry, H2S (Refs.\cite{39,44}) and water vapor\cite{45} are commonly removed prior to CO2 capture for efficiency, the amounts of H2S and H2O molecules are so small that they are not sufficient to poison the adsorbent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Adsorption energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>0.671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2O</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2S</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a synergistic study combining first-principles calculations and GCMC simulations is carried out to investigate the performance of TMPc (TM = Sc, Ti, and Fe) sheets for pre-combustion CO2 capture. The following conclusions are obtained: (1) The CO2 excess uptake capacity of the ScPc framework is 2949 mg/g at 298 K and 50 bar, which are higher than those of any reported porous materials; (2) Different from H2, CO2 has a significant quadrupole moment induced by the large charge separation in the C=O bonds, which induces strong electrostatic interactions. Detailed ESP and NBO analyses show that ScPc sheet has the strongest electrostatic interaction, electron donation and back donation with the CO2 molecule, followed by TiPc sheet, and then FePc sheet; (3) For binary adsorption of 60:40 H2/CO2 mixture, the ScPc sheet shows ultrahigh CO2/H2 selectivity and CO2 working capacity. The present study sheds light on better understanding of novel 2D porous nano-materials for CO2 capture, which would stimulate further experimental effort in this direction.
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